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Robustness of laser phase fronts in backward Raman amplifiers
G. M. Fraiman,a) N. A. Yampolsky, V. M. Malkin, and N. J. Fisch
Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

~Received 14 February 2002; accepted 7 May 2002!

The backward Raman amplification~BRA! of short laser pulses in plasma is studied numerically in
two space dimensions. A high quality prefocused seed pulse is shown to remain well-focused
through the entire process of the seed amplification by a high quality pump. In addition, it is shown
that the BRA is not sensitive to a broad class of pump and seed fluctuations. The BRA length at
which self-focusing and self-phase-modulation effects appear is determined numerically. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1491959#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fast compression~FC! of laser pulses by means o
stimulated backward Raman scattering~SBRS! in plasma has
been proposed in Ref. 1 as a means to reach ultrahigh
powers. In the FC scheme, a short seed pulse consume
sentially all of a long incident pump power and contracts
its amplitude grows. The amplification/compression is f
enough to reach nearly relativistic pumped pulse intensit
like 1017W/cm2 for l51 mm-wavelength radiation, within
times shorter than it takes for filamentation instabilities
develop. Such a nonfocused intensity would be 105 times
higher than currently available through the chirp pulse a
plification ~CPA! technique~see, for instance, Ref. 2!. For
shorter wavelength lasers, this factor would be even hig
~see Refs. 1 and 3!.

Our major goal in the current work is to examine t
output pulse transverse quality, which is important for t
focusability of the output pulse. Even if the full amplificatio
within the plasma is obtained, the pulse must emerge fr
the plasma with a high quality front in order for the fu
vacuum focusing to be achieved as well.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we show tha
convergent phase front of the seed pulse can maintain
shape during the amplification. Then, we show that am
tude modulations of seed pulse in the transverse direction
smoothed during the nonlinear stage of BRA. We show n
that the pump phase fluctuations do not affect the pulse
plification and phase fronts over a broad range of parame
but rather are mirrored by the phase of Langmuir wave t
mediates the energy transfer from pump to pulse. Simila
in a broad parameter range, the pump intensity fluctuati
are averaged over by the seed pulse, with no signific
change in the pulse amplification and phase fronts. Fina
we determine numerically the largest amplification leng
and pumped pulse intensity for which self-focusing and s
phase-modulation effects are not yet significant.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The equations for the precisely resonant backward
man amplification~BRA!, taking into account the transvers

a!Permanent address: Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of
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dispersion and self-focusing nonlinearity of the pump
pulse, can be put in the form~see, for instance, Refs. 4 and 5!

at1caz52V f b, V5Avvp/2, ~1!

bt2cbz5Va f* 2 i
c2

2v
D'b2 i

vp
2

4v
ubu2b, ~2!

f t5Vab* . ~3!

Herevp is the electron plasma frequency,v@vp is the laser
frequency,a and b are the dimensionless space–time en
lopes of, respectively, the pump and the seed electron qu
velocities, normalized so that the pump power density isI a

5pc(mec
2/e)2uau2/l252.73631018uau2/l2(mm) W/cm2,

with a similar normalization for the seedb, while f is the
appropriately normalized Langmuir wave envelope;l is the
laser wavelength,t is the time,z is the distance in the direc
tion of the pump propagation, subscripts denote the resp
tive derivatives, andc is the vacuum speed of light.

These equations assume, in particular, that the chara
istic spatial scales of the wave envelopes are much la
than the laser wavelength, and the characteristic times of
wave envelopes are much larger than the inverse plasma
quency. The transverse dispersion term~containing the trans-
verse LaplacianD') is taken into account only for the see
pulse, because the pump passes through or is consume
the seed too fast to manifest the diffraction effects within
seed location, and it is only the seed development that in
ests us here. The relativistic electron nonlinearity is a
taken into account only for the seed pulse, because the
is ultimately amplified to intensities much higher than that
the pump.

In rescaled dimensionless variables,

t5Vt, z5V~ t1z/c!, rW 5A2vVrW' /c, ~4!

the basic equations take the form

2az1at52b f , ~5!

bt5a f* 2 iDrb2 idubu2b, d5~vp/2v!3/2, ~6!

f z1 f t5ab* , ~7!

whereDr is the transverse Laplacian in variablerW . In Secs.
III–VI, we neglect the relativistic electron nonlinea

ci-
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3618 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2002 Fraiman et al.
ity and solve the basic equations withd50. In Sec. VII,
evaluating self-focusing and self-phase-modulation effe
we solve the basic equations with finited.

For d50, the basic equations are invariant to the tra
formation a→Ca, b→Cb, f→C f , t→t/C, z→z/C,
rW → rW /ACwith an arbitrary constantC.0. Therefore, the
specific value of the pump amplitudea0 selected below is
not in fact important in the sense that the field dynamics
different a0 can be obtained by a simple rescaling. No
however, that this is so just in the framework of such
simple mathematical model, not taking into account effe
of self-focusing, Langmuir wave breaking, etc. At the thres
olds for the appearance of these other effects the nume
solution of the simplest model should be a crude eno
approximation to real dynamics~see, for instance, a compar
son of hydrodynamic and kinetic calculations near thresh
of the Langmuir wave breaking regime in Ref. 1!. Yet, for
wave amplitudes well under the thresholds, the simp
model is sufficiently accurate. Then, the BRA dynamics
independent of the pump amplitude up to the above res
ing. Note that this rescaling affects, in particular, the pump
pulse energy. To get the same pumped pulse energy foC2

times more intense pump, theC2 shorter distance is neede
since the pump is completely consumed.

III. NUMERICAL SETUP

The above equations were solved numerically in a tw
dimensional model containing just one transverse coordin
rW'5eW yy. The numerical scheme employed the operator
ponent method with fast Fourier transform in the transve
direction for solving the parabolic equation, the method
characteristics for solving hyperbolic equations, and an
plicit scheme for accounting for nonlinear interactions with
each time step.

The numerical calculations were performed in
z-window moving together with the seed pulse. The calcu
tions started at the instantt50 when the pump has alread
entered the window, but has not yet collided with the se
The initial z-dependence of the seed was typically tak
Gaussian,

b~ t50,z,y!5expF2S z2z0

Dz D 2G c«~y!

VApDz
. ~8!

The pump front was initially~i.e., at t50) located atz50
and well-separated from the seed, forz0@Dz. The left
boundary of the computationalz-window was initially lo-
cated atz50, and then moved with speed2c, so that it was
located atz52ct and remained well-separated from the a
plified seed. The pump, entering the computationalz-window
at z52ct, was considered as a given external function,

a~ t,z52ct,y!5a0A~ t,y!Q~ t !,

„Q~ t !51, t.0, Q~ t !50, t,0, A;1…. ~9!

In the runs presented below, we typically used

a050.0085, v/vp512, z0560l, Dz56l. ~10!
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As was already noted, the value ofa0 can be removed from
the simplest model by a rescaling. We fixa0 here primarily
to fix the amplification distance in the numerical examp
with d50 that follow. All these examples present the unive
sal (a0-independent! dynamics within the simplest mode
even though the selecteda0 belongs, in fact, to the wave
breaking region that, strictly speaking, requires a kinetic
scription.

The initial seed amplitude, integrated overz,

E b~ t50, z5zc/V, y!dz5«~y!, ~11!

was taken moderately small,«;0.1. Note that the integrate
initial seed amplitude thus defined,«, differs by the factor
A2 from the integrated initial seed amplitudeeold used in
Ref. 1,

eold5A2 «. ~12!

In some of the plots presented below, we show for comp
son the one-dimensional~1D! p-pulse amplification regime
where the transverse dispersion and focusing cubic non
earity are neglected.1 For the pulse duration much smalle
than the pulse amplification time~which is so for an advance
nonlinear amplification stage!, the termsf t andat also can
be neglected. Then, for a real constant pump,A51, there is
a solution of the form

a5a0cos~u/2!, f 5A2a0sin~u/2!, b5uz /A2, ~13!

whereu satisfies the sine-Gordon equation,

utz5a0
2sinu. ~14!

It has a family of self-similar solutionsu(t,z)5U(h
5a0

2tz), whereU solves the ordinary differential equatio
solution,

hUhh1Uh5sinU, ~15!

and depends on a single parameterU(10)5eold .
The length of the initial seed pulseDz is chosen small

enough to avoid an early decrease in effective«, which oc-
curs when the leading amplified spike ofp-pulse ~moving
with a super-luminous velocity! overtakes the maximum o
the original seed~that moves with the speed of light!. A short
initial seed is also favorable for suppression of the delet
ous superluminous precursors as described in Ref. 6. On
other hand, the length of the initial seed pulseDz is chosen
large enough to allow the use of the wave envelope eq
tions. The most restrictive condition on these equations
curs for the time envelope of the resonant Langmuir wa
because the Langmuir wave frequency is much smaller t
the laser frequencies. In particular, this condition implies t
the initial seed duration exceedsvp

21 .
We neglect the dispersion of the longitudinal group v

locity. This dispersion is small, and does not cause a sign
cant stretching of the original seed up to the propagat
distance,

Lstr;l~vDz/vpl!2, ~16!
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Backward Raman amplification of the prefocused seed.~a! The distribution of the initial seed intensity;~b! the distribution of the pumped~about 1000
times! seed intensity att56000l/c; ~c! the transverse dependence of the pumped pulse intensity at thez-location of the absolute maximum of the puls
intensity at timest53000l/c andt56000l/c ~solid lines!. The respective dashed lines show the transverse dependence of pulse intensity maximumz,
found separately for eachy, at the same times;~d! the transverse dependence of the pumped pulse phase fronts forz corresponding to the absolute maximu
of the pulse intensity at the timest50 ~solid line! and t56000l/c ~dashed line!.
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which gives for the above numbersLstr;5000l. The diffrac-
tion effects are relatively small up to the propagation d
tance,

Ldiffr;p~Dy!2/l, ~17!

whereDy is a spatial scale in the transverse direction of
pumped pulse.

IV. PREFOCUSED SEED AMPLIFICATION

One may expect that a high quality prefocused s
pulse maintains the convergent shape of its phase fr
when amplified by a high quality pump. The reason for t
is as follows: The leading part of seed pulse has a sm
intensity and propagates nearly in the linear regime, provi
that the seed front encounters quiet fresh plasma, wh
Langmuir waves, that might couple the seed to the pump,
not yet excited. Then, the convergent~say parabolic! shape
of phase fronts is conserved for this low intensity lead
part of seed. The resonant Langmuir wave excitation
pump backscattering initiated by this leading part of se
amplify succeeding layers of the pumped pulse. Thus,
most intense part of the pumped pulse likely propaga
along the rays basically determined by the phase front sh
of the low intensity original seed, which is always ahead
Downloaded 24 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.85. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the major pumped layers of the pulse.~Note, that differently
shaped phase fronts are also likely maintain their sha
when diffraction effects are small, but we are interested h
specifically in convergent fronts.!

To verify this numerically, we calculated BRA for th
above setup with

«~y!50.1 expS 2
y2

~Dy!2
1 i

py2

2lF D ,

F5120000l, Dy52000l, ~18!

A~ t,y!5@ tanh„~y/l11000!/100…

2tanh„~y/l21000!/100…#/2. ~19!

In this numerical calculation, the seed has parabolic ph
fronts. The focusing lengthF is much larger than the lengt
of amplification. The results shown in Fig. 1 confirm that t
parabolic phase front maintains its shape during the amp
cation, behaving like during the vacuum propagation. T
diffraction effects are small, and for each optical ray the 1
self-similar solution sets up. The pump is completely co
sumed, as long as the initial seed is broader than the pum
the transverse direction. The peak pulse intensity then
comes more flat in the transverse direction. This is beca
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Backward Raman amplification of the quasi-plain seed with transverse-modulated amplitude.~a! The distribution of the initial seed intensity;~b! the
distribution of the pumped seed intensity att56000l/c; ~c! transverse dependence of the appropriately rescaled leading spike maximum at tit
53000l/c ~dashed line! andt56000l/c ~dash–dotted line! in comparison with the self-similarp-pulse solution~solid line!; ~d! longitudinal dependence o
the pumped pulse rescaled amplitude aty50 at timest53000l/c ~dashed line! and t56000l/c ~dash–dotted line! in comparison with the self-similar
solutionp-pulse solution~solid line!; ~e! transverse dependence of the leading spike fluence at timest53000l/c ~dashed line! andt56000l/c ~dash–dotted
line!.
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the consumed pump intensity has a flat transverse de
dence. The remaining transverse dependence of the
pulse intensity is associated with a weak~logarithm! depen-
dence of the 1-D self-similar solution on the initial integrat
amplitude«. At the transverse edges, the pumped pulse
tensity drops even more sharply than that of the pump.
steep drop is caused by the quadratic dependence of pum
pulse intensity on pump intensity in thep-pulse self-similar
amplification/compression regime whereb}a0

2t. That is why
pulse width at half the maximum intensity is approximate
the same as the pump width at 3/4 of the maximum intens

Figure 1~c! shows the transverse dependence of
pumped pulse intensity for thez-location of the absolute
maximum of the pulse intensity at timest53000l/c and t
56000l/c ~solid lines!. The respective dashed lines sho
the transverse dependence of the pulse intensity maxim
over z, found separately for eachy, at the same times. Th
solid and dashed lines are close to each other inside
energy-containing area. It means that the intensity fron
nearly plane.

Figure 1~d! shows the transverse dependence of
pumped pulse phase fronts of the pulse in the transv
direction forz corresponding to the absolute maximum of t
pulse intensity at the timest50 ~solid line! and t
56000l/c ~dashed line!. The small change of the phas
front is caused by a small front advance towards the fo
point; this change is the same as in vacuum.
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Based on these results we consider further, for simp
ity, just quasi-plane fragments of seed pulse fronts. Wit
such a fragment, the seed phase is nearly constant and c
made zero by a simple change of notations. Consider th
fore possible amplitude modulation of the seed within
quasi-plane fragment of the front.

V. AMPLITUDE MODULATION OF SEED

One might expect that transverse amplitude modulati
of a short quasi-plane seed are smoothed during the no
ear stage of BRA. This is because the 1-Dp-pulse attractor
solution depends on just a single parameter«, and this de-
pendence is logarithmic, which is a smooth function f
small «. Note, that, since the pump is completely deplet
the same amount of pump energy is deposited in rays
might have much different«. Depending on«, this energy is,
however, somewhat differently distributed between the le
ing and the succeeding spikes of the pumpedp-pulse
wavetrain. The results of numerical calculations with init
data,

«~y!50.1S110.5cosS 2p
y

DyD D , Dy55000l, A~ t,y!51,

~20!

are shown in Figs. 2. The transverse scale of this modula
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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is large enough for diffraction effects to be negligible. T
output pulse indeed has substantially smaller amplit
modulation at the timet56000l/c when the duration of the
linear BRA stage is already relatively small compared to
duration of the nonlinear BRA stage.

Figure 2~c! shows the transverse dependence of the
propriately rescaled leading spike maximum at timest
53000l/c ~dashed line! and t56000l/c ~dash–dotted line!
in comparison with the self-similarp-pulse solution~solid
line!. The small difference is due to a small decrease of
fective integrated seed amplitude«eff caused by the pumpe
spike entering into the trailing domain of the initial seed.

FIG. 3. ~a! The transverse phase dependence of the pumped pulse fo
z-location of the absolute maximum of the pulse intensity at timet
53000l/c ~dashed line! and t56000l/c ~solid line!. This phase modula-
tion is smaller than 0.01 and it becomes smaller yet during the amplifica
process.~b! The longitudinal dependence of the rescaled amplitude of
pumped pulse fory50 at the same times.~c! The longitudinal phase depen
dence of the pumped pulse fory50 at the same times. The phase perturb
tion tends to increase sharply in the vicinity of the points of small pu
amplitudeb'0, but there just a negligible energy is located. The ene
containing domain is very little affected: as seen, the pulse acquires th
very small frequency shift.
Downloaded 24 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.85. Redistribution subject to AIP
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seen, the leading spike amplitude varies in the transve
direction just by 15%, while initially~at t50) this variation
was by 3 times. For a smaller«, the smoothening effec
would be even stronger.

Figure 2~d! shows the longitudinal dependence of t
pumped pulse rescaled amplitude aty50 at times t
53000l/c ~dashed line! and t56000l/c ~dash–dotted line!
in comparison with the self-similar solutionp-pulse solution
~solid line!, h5a0

2tz. The small difference is due to a sma
decrease of«eff .

Figure 2~e! shows the transverse dependence of the le
ing spike fluence at timest53000l/c ~dashed line! and t
56000l/c ~dash–dotted line!. The pump that meets the see
before the timet56000l/c carries fluenceW58 kJ/cm2.
As seen, about half of this fluence goes to the leading sp

VI. PUMP FLUCTUATIONS

Consider, first, phase fluctuations of the pump. An ab
lute value of the pump phase affects just the phase of La
muir wave resonantly excited by the pump and seed. It d
not affect the phase of the amplified seed and, therefore
not important here. The pump phase gradients, however,
ply a detuning of the 3-wave resonance, which can aff
BRA. The effect of a regular resonance detuning on BR
was analyzed and usefully employed in Ref. 7. Here, we
concerned primarily in random phase fluctuations and gra
ents. One can assume that, as long as the detuning is s
these random effects are basically averaged and thus ar
important over a broad parameter range.

To verify this, we solved numerically our basic equatio
with the initial and boundary conditions,

«~y!50.1,

A~ t,y!5expS ipcosS 2p
y

DyD cosS vt

N D D ,

Dy55000l, N51200. ~21!

This example considers both the longitudinal and the tra
verse fluctuations of the pump phase. The results, show
Fig. 3, indicate that the BRA is indeed very little affected
even large phase fluctuations of the pump that do not ca
too much detuning. The transverse profile of the pump
pulse maximum intensity is not shown, because it rema
essentially uniform. There is a small transverse modulat
of the pumped pulse phase. The resulting field can be vie
as a nearly linear superposition of a large transverse-unif
field and a small transverse-modulated field. The la
should not cause, however, significant energy loss, as lon
the regular amplified field can be effectively focused to
small spot in the vacuum focusing following the BRA.

Consider now intensity fluctuations of the pump, assu
ing that accompanying phase fluctuations are not impor
and hence can be ignored.

One may expect that the pump intensity fluctuations
averaged during the amplification process, as it occurs
traditional BRA ~see Ref. 8!. This is because the amplifie
pulse consumes the pump~moving towards it with the speed

the
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2c), so that the fluence of the pump meeting the pulse
important rather than the pump intensity at each time inst

For effective averaging, the typical duration of the pum
fluctuations should be much smaller than the typical am
fication time. This condition substantially softens as t
pulse grows and the amplification slows down. Therefo
even under conditions when the linear amplification stag

FIG. 4. The pumped seed pulse evolution during the backward Raman
plification by the pump of a fluctuating intensity. Even under unfavora
conditions when the duration of fluctuations exceeds the linear amplifica
time, the fluctuations are ultimately averaged.
Downloaded 24 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.85. Redistribution subject to AIP
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strongly affected by the pump fluctuations, the ultimate o
put pulse can be of high quality. This is illustrated by Fig.
which shows numerical results for initial and boundary co
ditions,

«~y!50.1,

A~ t,y!511
0.5

A5
(

i 51,2,3,5,6
cosS 2pS y

Dy
1Ai

2

5D2Ai
vt

N D .

Dy55000l, N51200. ~22!

In this example, which models random pump fluctuatio
around the average amplitudea0, the duration of fluctuations
exceeds the linear BRA time (a0Avvp)21, but is less than
the total BRA time. Therefore, the pumped pulse acquir
during the linear BRA, a strong transverse intensity dep
dence corresponding to that of the not yet averaged pu
The transverse profile of the pumped pulse is smoothed
during nonlinear BRA due to the averaging of the pum
fluctuations already met. Diffraction effects are negligible
this example because of a sufficiently large transverse fl
tuation sizeDy.

m-

n

FIG. 5. The pumped seed pulse evolution as in Fig. 4, except that
transverse scale of the pump fluctuationsDy5100l is 50 times smaller.
Note that diffraction produces some phase modulations of the pumped p
from its pump-induced amplitude modulations.~b! The transverse depen
dence of the phase modulations for thez-location of the maximum pulse
intensity at timest56000l/c ~solid line! and t53000l/c ~dashed line!.
Note that these modulations do not decrease in time.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. The effects of the pumped pulse relativistic electron nonlinearity on BRA:~a! the distribution of pumped seed intensity;~b! the transverse dependenc
of the pumped pulse phase modulations for thez-location of the maximum pulse intensity at timest53000l/c ~dashed line! and t56000l/c ~dash–dotted
line!; ~c!, ~d! the longitudinal dependences of the pumped pulse amplitude@~c! plot# and phase@~d! plot# for y50. The dashed and dash–dotted lin
correspond to the timest53000l/c and t56000l/c, respectively. The solid line on the~c! plot shows the respective self-similar solution in the absence
the cubic nonlinearity.
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For a much smaller transverse fluctuation size,Dy
5100l, the diffraction may somewhat transform the amp
tude modulations of the pumped pulse into phase mod
tions. Such phase modulations may in turn produce the
plitude modulations that do not disappear even during
latest nonlinear stage of BRA. This is illustrated by Fig.
As discussed above, as long as the phase modulation
small, the output focusability is not spoiled.

VII. SELF-FOCUSING AND
SELF-PHASE-MODULATION EFFECTS

In all of the earlier examples, we neglected self-focus
and self-phase-modulation effects. These effects limit,
fact, the allowed BRA duration. We consider now these lim
tations numerically by solving our basic equations for t
actual nonzero value ofd. We take the same initial an
boundary conditions as in the Sec. V treating the transve
modulations of the seed amplitude, namely,

«~y!50.1S110.5cosS 2p
y

DyD D , Dy55000l, A~ t,y!51.

~23!
Downloaded 24 Jul 2002 to 198.35.7.85. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The results of the calculation, presented in Fig. 6, indic
that the relativistic electron nonlinearity does not sign
cantly change the BRA dynamics up to the amplificati
time of about 6000l/c.

Note from Fig. 6~b! that the nonlinear focusing effect
are clearly seen att56000l/c, when the nonlinear phas
shift becomes of order unity, which means that the lo
nonlinear focusing length becomes of the order of the pu
diffraction length. The output pulse can still be well focu
able in vacuum with a focal length much smaller than t
very large diffraction length. Since a noticeable portion
the pulse energy acquires transverse wave num
;2p/Dy, the focal spot radius becomes;Fl/Dy.

Figures 6~c! and 6~d! show the longitudinal dependenc
of the pumped pulse amplitude and phase.

The transverse self-focusing and longitudinal self-pha
modulation effects are caused by the nonlinear freque
shift, which is proportional to the local intensity of the se
pulse. This frequency shift increases}t2 in the BRA process.
The respective phase shift increases}t3. If this extra phase
shift between the pumped pulse front and maximum were
reachp, then the energy flow would be reversed back fro
the pulse to the pump and the leading spike could even s
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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in the longitudinal direction. The transverse dependence
the nonlinear phase shift deforms the phase fronts and c
even cause the transverse filamentation of the pumped p
Both the longitudinal and the transverse filamentation effe
are deleterious, so that the amplification should be acc
plished before such effects develop.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a prefocused pulse conserves
phase front if the diffraction length of the seed is much lar
than the amplification length. This result might be used
practical applications to gain even higher laser intensi
when the exiting pulse already has so large an intensity
it cannot be manipulated by ordinary means. What we sh
is that, by making a parabolic phase front with a weak se
the phase front can be conserved under amplification, m
ing possible the intense output focusing in vacuum.

We analyzed the stability of the backward Raman am
fication to large scale perturbations of the seed and pu
Because of the weak dependence of the exiting pulse on
initial seed parameters, perturbations of the seed bec
smaller during the amplification process. Also, using an
regular pump gives results equivalent to an averaging of
random component. The exiting pulse retains its phase fr

We also determined numerically the amplification leng
for which self-focusing and self-phase-modulation effects
not spoil the output pulse quality.
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We did not consider in this paper the important effects
plasma density fluctuations on BRA, since these effects
quire a very different treatment.
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